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wino states will sway the election
Grace Lynch
Business Manager
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decided by the Electoral College.
Without the Electoral College, swing
states would not exist as the presidency would be chosen through a popular

.

With the 2008 presidential election
days away, citizens and political
observers are focused on swing states.
News coverage has centered on the
strategy behind reaching voters in
swing states for the past several

vote.
Ohio, with its 20 electoral votes, has
had a long history as a battleground
state. Ohio voters have correctly chosen' the.winning presidential candidate

weeks.

the past
elections. In 2000, 50
percent of Ohio voters chose George
W Bush, while 46 percent voted for Al
Gore. In 2004, 51 percent of Ohioans
voted for George W. Bush and 49 percent voted for John Kerry.
Voter turnout in Ohio has declined
over time, as has the national voter
turnout. - In i960, 71 percent of
Ohioans voted and in 2000 56 percent
of Ohioans voted, putting Ohio
slightly over the national averages for
voter turnout.
With such close presidential elections, it is important for candidates to
focus on the undecided voters in states
like Ohio. Also, close races call for better voting practices, which has been an
issue in Ohio. This was
highlighted recently with the ACORN
'
voting scandal.
Polls currently have Senator Obama
slightly leading Senator McCain.
However, until all the votes are tallied
we can not be certain of which candidate will win Ohio and the presidency.
for--

Traditional swing states include
Ohio, Virginia, Pennsylvania and
Florida. In this year's presidential
election many states are still undecided as the country is heading into the
last days of election season. In addition to- the traditional battleground
states, several others have come into
play: including Colorado, Nevada,
New Mexico, Missouri,. Indiana,.
North Carolina and New Hampshire.
A candidate must win at least 270
electoral votes to win the White
House. The states mentioned above
account for 141 electoral votes.
Polling researchers and politicos is
able to determine' the probable outcome of the election in each state,
except for swing states. Swing states
are the main determinant in presiden- -.
tial elections and are typically undecided until the last minute, making
voters in those states key to the White
House. Despite the importance of
swing states, the presidency will be
-
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The Republican nominees campaign in Ohio, which is traditionally a swing state (Photo by AP).
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League of Informed Voters presents mock party debate
AlexCacioppo
Chief Copy Editor
It was a mock debate that came

'together at the last possible moment,
nearly cancelled due to a lack of communication between the major political groups on campus.
According to the president of the
College
Republicans,
Joseph
McCarthy '11,
the Democrats
had not heard
,
.
i

that

debate'

to ourselves," he said. Both Democrat
Robison and Republican McCarthy
sharply disagreed.
Yet all of the panelists asserted
that the United States should leave
Iraq, the difference appearing to be a
matter of degree. McCarthy, a
staunch supporter of the initial invasion, maintained that American foreign policy has always been meant "to
-- --every- benefit
Fellow
a one."
-

"It's heading toward
i
n
total collapse.
Only
-- v

-

Republican
Gellert

added
that Iraq "is not
was going' to wWpn tUp
take
our country," and
that were it to
McCarthy, along
a
become destabiwith
Michael ,
, .
actu- lized that would
Gellert "12 repis
the
resented
pose a "threat" to
United
the GOP take on the
States. Robison
foreign and ecocountered
by
nomic policies
counsaying, "We have
that will confailed, in the last
front the United
in
eight years," and
States
2009.
noted his desire
However,
for a multilateral
Democrat Nick
approach.
Robison '09 and
Andrew Porter '09
"I agree with
McCarthy had
Leader of the Wooster the Republicans,"
been planning
the event for
Democratic Socialists Porter said, "in
that our policy
weeks consult
has been the
ing with the
Wooster Democratic Socialists, an same since the beginning of our
active group at the College headed by founding."
He went on to decry U.S. actions
Andrew Porter '09. Porter, along
with Kailee Craig '09, launched the throughout the world that, have
harmed the target countries. "It's a
discussion at the prompting of modsad truth," he added. McCarthy
erator Ross Buchanan '09.
"" The substance of the talks between responded that the United States is a
force for good in the world.
the rival camps, including a libertariLest foreign affairs dominate the
by Zachary
an view presented
Buchanan turned the subject to
the
event,
at
negated
who
McBride '09
issues.
economic
is
a
he
that
beginning of the debates
freefall of the market,"
"With
the
in
libertarian
centered on the war,
do you propose to deal
he
"how
asked,
Iraq and the state of the Ahierican
with
the
economic crisis?" On this
economy and what their respective
consensus
no
appeared,
count
parties would do about these issues.
both
Robison
and
although
The first topic at hand was foreign
McCarthy agreed that more regulapolicy, with Porter arguing that the
tions were needed.
United States is an imperialist power.
' Porter and Craig offered a more
McBride concurred. "We should keep
a

citlint;nn

'crisis'
...
level anything
approaches

ally done, and once
that crisis seems to
have abated the
try falls back into
complacency."

overarching

critique,
leveling
charges against the entire capitalist
system that, according to their view,
has led us to this point in history.
"It's heading toward a total collapse,"
Porter said. "Only when the situation
approaches a 'crisis' level is anything
actually done, and once that crisis
seems to have abated the country
falls back into complacency."
McBride rejected any form of government intervention whatsoever.
"Your choice is either medium, large
or ginonnous government," he said
in reference to the Republicans,
Democrats and Democratic Socialists
respectively.
Education and healthcare concerns
took the lead in the economic discussion. McBride, as the libertarian rep

Below, the panel

resentative, stood apart from the rest
of the panelists in his assertion that
"disparities aren't a problem," and
that it is simply "the nature of work"
that poorer people of "low birth"
should labor for those that are more
affluent.
Porter commended McBride for
his candor,
adding
that the
Democrats and Republicans both
retain illusions about the economic
situation. There were overlaps on
defense " spending, for example:
McBride mentioned that 50 percent
of the federal budget goes to the military. McCarthy countered that this
was a "false figure."
In their closing statements, Porter
and Craig declared the need for
equality of opportunity for every

debates before an audience

in

.

American citizen.
McBride said that the individual is
the best judge of his or her own
interests.
Robison, focusing on foreign policy,
concluded with his belief that the
U.S. military needs to be used "wisely" without "demonizing" 6ther countries.
and Gellert both
McCarthy
stressed "individual responsibility" as
the solution for the country's problems.
The debate took place at the
Mateer Auditorium last Wednesday
night at 7:30 p.m.
Ross Buchanan is a Viewpoints Editor
for the Voice, and took no part in the composition or editing of this story.

Mateer's auditorium (Photo by Sarah Harbottle).
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Sports Editor Andrew Vogel
writes about how race could
affect the outcome of the
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presidential elections. See
page 3 (or the entire viewpoint.
Brian Frederico '09

ASSOCIATED
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shares

his main concerns regarding
the potential realities of a
nation under President
Obama. See page 3 to read
the full story.

writes about

Editor in Chief Missie Bender

students who traveled to tfie

dissects
Fey's portrayal of
Republican
nominee Sarah Palin on

'e Newman

Government

in
Palace
Azerbaijan during elections
with questionable proceedings. See page 5.'

Saturday Night Uve. Read the

Sports Editor Andrew Vogel
compile a list of professional
athletes who support each
of the presidential candidates. Read the list and the

full article on

story on page 8.
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Kate Vesper
Emily Ryan

Halloween profits flourish despite economy
CAMPUS

.

Kate Vesper and Emily Ryan
News Editors

Wooster class conducts

With continual reports about economy going down the drain and sales
in nearly all goods dropped to compensate for this fall, one has to wonder how this affects one of the most
popular commercial holidays in
States: Halloween.
Halloween retail spending is estimated to grow from $64.82 per person last year to $66.54 this year, and
64.5 percent of Americans are plan- ning to celebrate as opposed to 58.7
percent last year, according to the
National Retail Foundation.
Estimated total spending on the
holiday nationally is set at around
$5.8 billion.Though All Hallow's Eve
sales events
trails higher-grossisuch as Thanksgiving, Christmas and
others, it will work to boost marketing in an age of inclement economy.
On a political side note, sales of
candidate masks have risen nationwide this year, with Sen. McCain
masks leading Sen. Obama's slightly

forum about election
Assistant Professor of Political
.Science Angela Bos teaches a class

this semester on Political Parties and
Elections. On Monday, the class will
host a panel discussion focusing on
the presidential election.
Students from the course will present theories discussed in class previously and apply those theories to the
current presidential race between
Republican candidate Sen. John
McCain and Democratic candidate
Sen. Barack Obama.
The panel will take place in Lowry
120 at 8 p.m.
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Long waits expected
on Election Day

in sales.

The one thing Ohio voters should
expect on Nov. 4 is extended lines.
Cuyahoga County elections director
Jane Platten stated that it may take
hours to vote on Election Day. The
new longer paper ballots are one reason
for the expected slowness on Nov. 4.
Another reason people may have to
wait in line to vote is because early voting has been lighter than originally
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consumer in the

Trick-or-Treati-

learning the value of this service.
Many volunteer their time; tabling
Voice Staff
to educate students on the election
process or driving students to parMolly Lehman
ticipate in early .voting.
Editor in Chief
On the doors of students willing
to assist in registration, green signs
From, volunteers at the voting are posted reading, "I am from out of
polls to nearly naked students dashstate and registered to vote in Ohio,
ask me how!"
ing around a college campus, volunThe WVN, a student-ru- n
teering conies in many forms.
organiAppropriately, then, one week before zation committed to promoting
Election Day, the Wooster Volunteer
and raising social awareNetwork (WVN) held its annuaf ' ness in the Wooster community,
Volunteer Week, designed to prohopes to tap in to this dedication by
mote volunteerism in its every incarproviding a wide array of volunteer
nation.
opportunities for students
not all
At the national level, volunteering
of them political.
In light 'of this goal, they recently
seems to be one of the only things
that .jive Dfifiocratic and Republican., hosted, theiciHinuial Vol untcet) Week
presidentiaW:andidates agree on. At from Oct. 26 to Oct. 28.
..'...
d,
forum at
a recent TIME-sponsorthe WVN creates varColumbia College in New York, both
ious volunteer opportunities, volunpresidential candidates extolled the
teer program houses and alternative
virtues of community service.
spring break trips, both national and
"Finding new ways to serve," said international, to encourage students
Sen. John McCain. "That's what
to be active and give them a chance
these next few years should be all
to reflect on their experiences and
about."
expand their views on world issues.
Sen. Barack Obama, describing his
The Volunteer Week events
platform regarding giving tuition encompassed a number of issues. It
money in return for community commenced on Sunday night with
service, said, "For young people of pumpkin decorating and carving
modest means who are interested in activities in the basement
of
going' to college, this gives them an
Overholt House. The pumpkins proopportunity to serve and at the same duced from this event were decorattime, pay for their college education.
ed with the intent of being used to
I think there are a lot of creative
decorate the track for the Nearly
ways where we can provide more
Naked Run last Wednesday, which
opportunities than exist right now."
was postponed because of extremely
Indeed, in the week before the cold weather conditions.
looming election, various political
Volunteer Week officially started
groups and individual students are on Monday, Oct. 27 with two events

7:30 p.m.
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New ethics charge
leveled against Palin
In the beginning of October,
Alaska Sen. Sarah Palin was found
guilty of violating State efhics'laws
for her decision to fire her publit safety commissioner.
This week, a new ethics complaint
was made. The complaint states that
Palin charged the state more than
$21,000 for her children's commercial
flights since her term started in
December 2006.
The grievance was that Palin
charged travel costs for her three
daughters to events that had no legit
imate state business.

:
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Alaska senator charged
with embezzlement
Alaska Sen. Ted Stevens was
found guilty this past Monday on
seven counts of trying to conceal
more than $250,000 in free home
renovations and other gifts.
Republican presidential candidate
John McCain stated that the longtime Republican senator has been
disloyal. "Sen. Ted Stevens has
broken his trust with the people,"
said McCain.
Stevens asked his colleagues,
Alaska's voters and everyone else to
support him and stand by him. He
will appeal the convictions.
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a student volunteers at Sunrise Assisted Living (Photo

Below,

Campus Security Reports

by Danielle Haas).
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Theft

Westminster
10 10, 8 p.m.
Stolen city barricade
Cottage
Lowry
1015, 2:40 a.m. Stolen can of Chef Boyardee
Lowry
Stolen newspaper box
1017, 4 a.m.
Westminster
10 17,6 p.m.
2 stolen parking lot signs
Church House
Lewis House
1022, 9:23 p.m. Stolen bicycle from outside

.

"v '

i

Alcohol

'CYJk

Bornheutter
Wagner
Bornheutter
Lowry

ed

Bissman

Admitted alcohol consumption
Beer pong
Evidence of beer pong
Alcohol Illness
Admitted underage
consumption
1025, 10:25 p.m. Beer pong
1

1022,

Alarm

Bissman

2 pull stations by unknown
1025, 12 a.m.
1025, 12:24 a.m. Pull station by unknown
1025, 2:09 a.m. Pull station by unknown

Lot 24
Compton
Armington

1024,
1025,
1026,

5 p.m.

1025,

fi: 1 5 p.m.

Bissman

Armington

Vandal.

In the Oct. 24 issue of the Voice,
the photos on page 3 of Andrew

1023, 12:47 a.m.
1024, 9:41 p.m.
1024, 1:46 p.m.
1025, 1:40 a.m.
1025, 2:40 a.m.

Burglary Lot 22

spending.

Collins were credited "Courtesy of
Dylan Takores" but should have read
"By Dylan Takores"
While we strive for excellence
every week, we sometimes fall,short.
Please send your corrections to
voicewooster.edu.

(

Bissman

Briefs compiled by Missie Bender
and Jonah Comstock

Incident

Location

'

r

DateTime

Incident
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Oct. 25
v

t

a
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Sen. John, McCain

began a new strategy in his campaign
for the presidency, linking Democratic
economic policies with questions of
national security.
McCain's comments, made during a
speech in Tampa, Fla.., warned of an
political future in which a Democrat-controllCongress would raise taxes
and cut defense spending, simultaneously harming the economy and threatening the nation.
Although Sen. Barack Obama has not
proposed cuts to defense spending, Rep.
Barney Frank (D - Mass.) recently proposed a 25 percent cut in Pentagon
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On Wednesday,

-

On Tuesday, Oct. 28 there was an
one providing service, the other
in Lowry
afternoon
information.
sFor the first event, a group of volPit, where students were able to
unteers walked from Lowry Circle to learn more about volunteer opportunities available at Wooster and in the
Sunrise Assisted Living, a Wooster
surrounding community
.
residency for older people.
Appropriately, the theme of the
The volunteers arrived just after
already charitable
"Social Hour"
-."Soup and Bread"
for the resipeople
"LTorD young
a
meal
and
dents
modest means, who are at Kittredge Dining
were able to
Hall in which meal-swispend a few
interested in going to
hours there,
money goes
college, this gives them to charity
was
learning how
and
Service."
"Soup
to play the
an
to serve
This theme facilicard
game
euchre
and and at the same time, pay tated learning about
conversing
for their college educa-tip- n. volunteering services for the attendees
with the
I
a
think
are
while actively, con.i.t....i
Last Montributing to benefi- -.
of creative ways
cial causes at the
day night, the
where we can provide
WVN hosted
same time.
a volunteerVolunteer Week
opportunities
discuswas to conclude on
ing
now."
sion panel in
Wednesday evening
Lowry Pit.
Senator Barack Obama with the annual and '
hiehlv anticioated
During this
Democratic Nearly Naked Run
stupanel,
dents
were
Presidential Nominee around Arn,igtn
to
invited
Quad. The run was
postponed indefi
participate m
a discussion about different available
nitely due to.the cold weather.
"Yoli sign up, pay a small fee, then
ways to volunteer.
Students in attendance also run around the quad wearing basireceived advice from individuals who cally whatever you want; hence the
have volunteered for various aid name 'nearly naked,'"' said WVN
causes around the globe.
treasurer Lydia Yeung '11.
All of the proceeds from the
The panel consisted of volunteers
from members of the College'.s proNearly Naked Run will be donated to
houses,
other members of the Every Woman's House, an organizagram
school and a coordinator for Scots in tion designed to aid victims of sexu- '
al abuse or domestic violence.
Service.

Grainne Carlin

Platton expects at least one lawsuit
on Nov. 4 to be filed so that polls can
stay open past the usual closing time of

and defense

-

-

Scot volunteerism flourishes in the voting season

anticipated.

economy

-

spirit tries on a Sen. McCain mask (Photo by AP).
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10 p.m.

Forced entry into car, items
stolen

Vehicle mirror broken

12:28 a.m. Witnessed car being kicked
1:35 a.m. Broken light globe in roadway

1

Property Lowry
Damage
I

lospitality driver backed into
building
I

r
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A black man in the White House

In June, when Barack Obama was and negative ads that have backfired
candidate.
have made it seem like Obama should
named the Democratic Party's nomiIf they do, it will be a great day in
Not to sound overdramatic, but it's true: on Nov. 4, American citizens will nee, he was the first ever African-Americalready be composing his acceptance American history. For the first time
be given the opportunity to select the direction of the world.
candidate of the two major speech. The economy has apparently
ever, the First Lady and First
The election for the U.S. presidency is subject to plenty of criticism, from parties. Immediately after he had trumped race in this election.
Daughters will be black. It will speak
all political parties and indeed, from all over the world. Why vote? some ask.
clinched the nom
However, despite the success the volumes about how far America has
This race has become a series of smear tactics, the politicians have become
ination, his hisObama campaign has had, Obama come since the days of the civil rights
cultivated celebrities and the issues are reduced to petty scandals. Candidates
toric candidacy
can't be sure of anything until after movement. It will be a day to celebrate
make promises they don't intend to keep and promote policies that aren't feawas covered by Election Day.
the accomplishments of this great
sible. And with that obnoxious and cumbersome institution, the Electoral
virtually
every
Unfortunately, this has to do with nation.
College, what difference does one vote make anyways?
major news publirace. If a white candidate was up by
If Obama loses, however, it will also
We at The Wooster Voice want to tell our readers that it does make a difference.
cation.
nearly double digits, the election
say a great deal about race in America.
It makes a. difference to those 700 students newly registered in Wayne
The news covwould seem like a slam dunk. It Unfortunately, Obama would lose not
andrewvogel
i
erage has defi
County and the hundreds more registered elsewhere in Ohio, who will be
remains to be seen, though, whether a because he has ran a less organized
voting in a state where the race is down to the proverbial wire.
nitely changed since then. The price of majority of white voters can check
he will lose because
campaign
But it makes a difference to every other American student here, who come Sarah Palin's wardrobe, the ineptness their feelings about race at the door America simply isn't ready for a black
from states Jilue as California and red as Texas.
of John McCain's campaign and espewhen they enter the voting booth.
president. It would be one thing if
It makes a difference to the millions of high school students who, still too cially an economy that is in the toilet
Some political analysts have menMcCain had run the better campaign,
have received significantly more covtioned the "Bradley effect." In the but he hasn't
young to vote, volunteer on Election Day and attend rallies with their friends.
in the last two
kids erage on CNN than Obama's skin
. It makes a difference to the parents who bring their elementary-age- d
California governor's race of 1982, months of the campaign, Obama has
to a speech by McCain or Obama, point to him and say, "That man will tone. However, at the end of the day, Tom Bradley, the incumbent mayor of cleaned McCain's clock.
Los Angeles, ran for governor and
because of Obama's historic candidachange history."
McCain's team still hasn't found a
was up according to every major poll
It makes a difference to the citizens of nations around the world, including
cy, this election will go a long way
consistent message as to why McCain
towards determining how far along before election day. Bradley, a black
is the better candidate. Quite simply,
Wooster's international community, where students from Jamaica and India
in
and
Chinese
of
has
where
this
candidate,
come
Americans,
loss
Kenyan
U.S.
as
suffered
terms
an unexpected
country
can argue
politics as loudly
McCain doesn't seem to have any
and, in large part, the loss was attribrace and tolerance.
students volunteer to canvas for a race they cannot directly participate in.
answers to today's problems, from the
The issue was magnified towards uted to Bradley's race. Many questo hockey moms, Joe the Plumber, Sixties
really
"it makes a difference
economy ..to taxes to education to
the end of the primary race, as Obama tioned whether polls were completely Supreme Court nominees. McCain has
radicals, Vietnam vets and community organizers.
white voters possibly seemed old and out of touch.
The results of the Nov. 4 race will touch every generation, every country, lost by significant margins to Hillary accurate
Clinton in white.'blue-coll- ar
weren't comfortable getting in the Meanwhile, Obama is ahead on nearly
regions
every race and every class.
in Ohio, Pennsylvania and West
if you have been given
voting booth and voting for a black
If you have the privilege of affecting that race
better hanevery campaign issue
Virginia. Whether Obama could win a candidate. Some analysts have raised dler of the economy, better leader,
one voice in a decision that will impact billions
you have the responsibilithe same questions this fall.
more likeable. Despite only four years
ty to use it, and use it wisely. Make the decision, and exert every ounce of the majority votes in these crucial districts was a glaring question in June.
It may not be this simple, in part of experience in the Senate, compared
influence you have been given. Vote this Tuesday.
As Obama climbs in the polls and because that was 26 years ago. It may to McCain's 36 years in Washington,
The Wayne County Board of Election is located on 200 Vanover Street,
leads by an estimated margin of six to
not be overt racism. At the end of the Obama simply is the better candidate.
Suite 1 in Wooster and will be open from 6:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. on Election
eight points in national polls, those day, however, voters vote not solely on
Whether or not the American peoDay. You must provide some form of a current and valid photo identification
the issue, but on emotions. It remains ple are ready to realize this will be
card along with any official document that displays your name and current concerns seem about as old as the dotcom boom. Since then, everything that
to be seen whether truly undecided known on Tuesday.
address. If you do not have these items, you may cast a provisional ballot.
discould go right for the Obama camwhite voters in more blue-coll-ar
Andrew Vogel is a Sports Editor for the
tricts of western Pennsylvania and
paign has gone right. The struggling
Voice.
He can be contacted
at
economy, McCain's apparent unlike-abilit- y, eastern Ohio are comfortable enough
Palin's perceived unreadiness
picking a black candidate over a white AVogellOwooster.edu.
This election will probably be among most. Repealing the Bush tax cuts,
making medical care more affordable
the most interesting and important
and invoking less cavalier and impulones that we will ever witness. In every
sive foreign policy are all needed for us
been
has
historic
a
election
this
way
As many of our Web browsers' hisering and bitterness, when the vast between parties, in all the news about
to move forward.
one. The Democrats had the choice
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An election that
the tremendous amount of money and country?" I feel like that entire
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me organized people's movement. After
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has spent more time that we and .the candidates have episode is a metaphor for how the
United States still this election is over is when the real
.will
invested in a year-lon- g
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begin.
pageantry of campaign was run. It was a long
money on adverhas a long way to go.
lapel flags, new outfits and lawn string of inconsequentialities and a
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than
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arises from the fact that Obama is not a
rades, are voting for Barack Obama for
pelergemshelmer any before and
The answer is nothing. Unless you about whose personality was better
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First, I live in Ohio Socialist. His policies are liberal, but in
several
one
that has are one of the small percentage of equipped for airtime.
every way are built on the foundation of
and have to think about the strategic'
There's a typical conversation I
drawn unprecedented national and undecided voters who weren't able to
importance of my vote. Every vote is the free market. In no way are his poliboth as a make up their minds because they have with people alwut the upcoming
cies going to bring about the demise of international attention
needed here in order to assure electoral
needed all the "facts" first (probably election night. A lot of people want to
reaction to the current administration
capitalism. ' The latest attempt by the
success.
and because of the interest in the the only interesting demographic in have parties while the results from the
McCain campaign to gain traction
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they are much better than McCain's.
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would solve all of our problems,
spendtakes us somewhere.
that is sorely needed in this country.
not that pressure release is in a sigh of to Nowhere," the pork-barr- el
it will not. I did get over this, though,
relief or dismay, we'll all feel it.
ing project that was referred to so
as I watched McCain move further and
'
is
Andrew Porter
Peter Gernsheimer is a Viewpoints
a contributing writer
But back to the question, "What many times as examples of why "the
further to the right. Obama has also
for the Voice. He can be contacted at have we gained?" What have we other" candidate cannot reform Editor for the Voice. He can be contacted
won me over with his ideas and policies,
at PGernsheimer09wooster.edu.
APorter09wooster.edu. '
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Obama presents danger McCain too incompetent to win
to
In essence, McCain is now asking
One of the latest claims by John through decades of relentless deregligerent leaders that all want
the American public to reward his
strengthen their positions
McCain's campaign is that it w ould be ulation.
and solidify authoritarian governMcCain 'himself has run a poorly incompetence with the White House.
too dangerous to have the Democrats
Sooner or later, the Republican
hold the presidency when they also organized and incoherent campaign.
ments.
Finally, I don't agree with his views
have majorities in the House and It still lacks a clear message on the Party will again hold some combination of the presidency, the House or
a subject that McCain
Senate.
on the conflict in Iraq.
economy
He seems to have arbitrarily selectPutting aside himself has said he knows little about the Senate. If that happens in this
ed a withdrawal time frame of 16
and has resorted to nasty smear election, then McCain and the
the fact that
months. There's a great saying by
McCain
tactics to distract people from this Republican Party's leaders will feel ':
never
vindicated for their years of incompefact. For a running mate, the
Machiavelli: "Wars begin when you
showed such conwill, but they do not end when you
cern over the persenator has chosen an inexperi- - tent leadership and will see no reason
ty
ils of
enced and polarizing governor whorh to change how they've been running
please." You can't put a date on the
end of the conflict and consider it
rossbuchanan rule for the six the Alaskan legislature has found to our government.
But if the Republicans lose the
over. The Iraq War is far too compliyears during the have violated the state's ethics laws by
Bush
the firing a state employee for personal
presidency and seats in Congress,
when
cated for that.
presidency
then the Party will be forced to
Republicans held both chambers of reasons.
I'm afraid we'll revert to the
Clinton years of perceived invulneraCongress, this claim is still a poor
Due to the ineptitude of McCain, rethink its behavior, its strategy and
his campaign and his party, he (and
ultimately its core values. Such a
excuse to vote for him.
bility simply by ignoring security
and reorganization is
threats. That culminated in the deadThe Republican Party has grown many other Republican candidates)
the
let's face it
important, for
liest terror attack in our history. Just complacent and corrupt: it has para- , are lagging in.the polls. Having failed
because Obama says the war is over lyzed the government with inept
to convince voters that he has any level of corruption and ineptitude in
doesn't mean Osama bin Laden and appointees (as seen during the idea how to fix the economy and the the modern Republican Party should
Hurricane Katrina response); it has country's many other problems,
his lieutenants are going to agree.
horrify just about anyone, regardless
McCain is now arguing that we of political leanings.
Now just because I put "Obama" kowtowed to corrupt, lobbyists (Jack
Abramoff et al); it has undermined
and "Osama" in the same sentence
should elect him because the
Ross Buchanan is a Viewpoints Editor for
a
moral
leader
as
America's
Democrats holding the presidency
mean
doesn't
I'm trying to get you to
position
the Voice. He can be contacted at
would
and
and
link
Guantanamo
the two. They just (Iraq,
both houses of Congress
it has
Bay);
subliminally
it.
be
RBuchanan09wooster.edu.
worsened
our economic
crisis
happen to
give them too much power.
very similar, get over
As
But that goes for Republicans, too.
much as the Democrat's sexist
me,
attacks
on Palin
annoy
Sarah, I have wanted to say this for a long time now: this breaks. It's still socialism and as such is wrong for America.
Republican attacks on Obama implyAnd I would be remiss to forget your executive experience,
ing he's an Arab or a Muslim are election, and this country, needs you now more than ever
before. Your mastery of the issues, your keen political mind
something that truly sets you apart from the other candiequally absurd.
dates. Your years as mayor of a town that doesn't even have
First of all, he's not. Second of all, and your unique personal story are what we as a nation have
needed this election season. Despite not knowing much about
its own fire department or public education system gave you
so what if he is? Last time I checked,'
vast experience. This prepped you well for your term as govthis was America where we should be
you 10 weeks ago, the country was willing and eager to hear what you had to ernor of a state with fewer people than the Bronx. Not only
encouraging participation of minoridid you learn how to avoid ethics laws that unnecessarily get
ties in politics.
bring to this election. And I must say,
in the way of making the important decisions for the state,
with you I believe we have found hope.
That goes for both sides of the
but you also gave the children of Alaska
primarily your
As a politician, your skill in breaking
political aisle. Some' Republican
the opportunity to explore the United States on taxown
down complicated issues into the simattacks on Obama have bordered on
but then again,
the
payers' dollars (about $21,012 worth). You stand as a testaracism,
plest' of terms is truly commendable.
like providing
You leave the long, boring details to the
ment to how eliminating wasteful spending
Democrats' attacks on McCain and
andrewwhite
can truly put the taxPalin have been equally brutal and
elite in academia. Washington doesn't
rape exam kits for victims of rape
have time to spend analyzing minutiae; it needs to address the
payers' dollars to better use.
disturbing. One North Hollywood
Beyond your skill as a politician, you should be commend- resident recently decided it was a important issues facing Americans right now. Before you had
ed for what you have done
good idea to hang a Palin effigy from explained the financial cri- sis in your interview with
for women everywhere. '
a noose outside his home to ."get into
Your devotion to your family ,
Katie Couric I was ill tryskill in
the Halloween spirit."
As a politician,
and continued calls to leave
This election really has reminded
ing to wrap my head
down complicated issues
them out of the campaign
around all those facts and
me why I'm focusing in International
them
despite
parading
Relations in my political science figures. Your mastery of
into
simplest
around
at rallies is
that
major rather than National Politics. the issue, however
is
commendable.
a bold phoice.
National politics annoy me. At times, fixing the economy1 is all
elemenFurther, your steadfast
reminded
about
healthcare
reform
I'm
ous.
of gangs of
.in
I
school
creatkjn
students
the
and
conviction to eliminate all
bickering
job
'jirtjl nfduc-Third of all, have a problem with tary
and
and
in
abortions
of
and
in
cases
incest is also bold, partic-even
ing taxes
spending
rape
his foreign policy platform. The first playground.
reigning
viewing trade as
level
is
makes
own
that
The
this
so great opportunity
issue so much
ularly given
daughter recently had the opporof pettiness
your
stems from his claims that he'll cut
famithat it carr destroy friendships,
easier for the common American to understand. And your tunity to make that important decision for herself instead of
funding to the production of future
"
is
lies and the, thin fabric that
the solution to global warming, that right now we should focus
having it made for her by some legislators.
weapons.
What Washington needs now is someone who stands firm
The United States has always had a democracy experiment. I'm not going more on fixing it than on figuring out what caused it, is a real
to her convictions, despite intense public pressure. Oh, and
to be cliche and ask why we can't all solution to a real problem.
proud tradition of a skilled and powI can't forget, you're funny too! The skits you offer Saturday
Further, your keen political mind has taken the McCain
erful military. We are entering a new
get along. The point is exactly oppoera in warfare and we need to be site: we can't all get along. It's just campaign to new heights by exposing Obama for what lie Night Live are hysterical, and what more does this country
need during a dire economic crisis than the occasional opportruly is. The American people have a right to know the true
innovating and developing to adapt to not realistic.
However, I normally expect politithe changing environment. Massive
story of Obama's relationship with Chicago's 1997 Citizen of tunity to laugh our cares away? Please, keep giving Tina Fey
Cold War-er- a
armies are not a major cal candidates to set appropriate the Year Award Recipient and former domestic terrorist Bill material.
.
You, Mrs. Palin, stand as a testament to what this election
threat anymore. Terror groups and boundaries and I think McCain has Ayers.
done a fair job of it. He even critiseason, and this nation, needs. You make this election so easy.
their offshoots are far more dangerEvery string of fancy words he calls "responses" have been
ous and require a new approach. We cized some of his own supporters and far from adequate. You also deserve credit for calling out I, and this country, owe you so much. You don't even undercan't innovate if we're not providing his own rallies who made unfair Obama on his economic policy. Why debate the merits of stand. But that's okay; you don't need to understand ...
remarks about Obama. Obama has Obama's tax plan
let alone be able to articulate them in much of anything. Just speak, and you're doing this country
funding for new military strategies
when it's so blatantly clear that it's just
a favor.
'
been far less outspoken about keeping order to criticize it
for handling terror groups.
socialism in disguise? You and the American people don't
On a more personal note, when his own supporters in line.
I think when it boils down to
have time to waste on that
Andrew White is a contributing writer for the Voice. He can be
Obama makes cuts in military fundnonsense that
contacted at AWhite09wooster.edu.
ing and security development, I'm ethics, McCain has the edge. He was promises to provide 95 percent of the working class with tax
a
the
of
slanderous
and
have
unfair
trouble
to
finding
job
going
target
when I leave Wooster.
material produced about him in the .
I'm also concerned about his will2000 Republican primary. When
Bushlater claimed to have nothing to
ingness to meet with other foreign
My father has declared that he did tax cuts to expire in January. The encouraging bicycling as a more
leaders without preconditions having do with it, McCain allegedly told him
viable form of public transportation!
not, and will not, vote in the 2008 action will raise the tax rates of all
first been met.
households making more than His platform states that he wants to
to perform a certain activity that is presidential election.
neither physically possible nor fit to
He did vote for everything else, $250,000 a year, which sounds as redirect transportation funding to
Meeting with international belwhen he and my mother, part of the
though it will affect only the wealthligerents only encourages that sort of print.
support Metropolitan Planning
iest of Americans. In reality, howevbehavior. If some countries act radiUltimately, I'll be pretty happy
Organizations, groups that create
demographic,
growing early-vot- er
er, it will also affect the majority of incentives for trading in a car for a
received
cally enough, Obama will justify that once this election cycle is over when
both
absentee-ballottwo-thirsmall businesses,
behavior, which endangers lives and hopefully the supporters of both
of bike and work to make roads and
their
sides can finally take a breather. But
threatens war. It will force the United
last week. which will see their tax rates rise sidewalks safe for cyclists and pedes- - .:
above 50 percent.
for now, I'm a happy and content
trians.
States to become involved in dangerMy father voted
for a new attorney
It's a point that resorfates deeply
ous situations abroad that have the McCain supporter. The man certainiviy iainer, ior nis part, is deeply
potential to spark into conflicts more ly has my vote.
general, a new with my father, who owns three involved in a number of local initiadestructive than the Iraq war.
tives to build new bike trails and
representative (he small bicycle shops in northeastern
mollylehman
Under Obama, our foreign policy Brian Frederico is a regular contributor
says I chose the Ohio. Obama's tax plan may not improve existing conditions. He freto the Voice. He can be contacted at
will become erratic as we struggle to
raise taxes for most Americans, but quently rides his bike to work, an
wrong one), a new county commishandle brushfires and a line of bel- - BFrederico09wooster.edu.
sioner, sheriff and coroner and on all it will profoundly affect many of the eigni-mn- e
journey he makes dressed
in an odd mix of work clothes and!
small businesses that employ them.
the issues and referendums.
bike gear. And after a few excruciat--'
And it will make it that much more
But he did not vote for president.
It was the first thing my mother difficult for those small businesses to ing years in junior high, when the"
told me when I went home for a visit compete with the corporate giants
bus would roll by and I'd see ' my
threaten
in
swallow
nationfather cycling up a hill in a fluoures- - '
to
a whisper at the
that
last weekend,
our
al
landscape.
door: "You won't believe what your
cent jacket, I've learned now to be
I could point out that there are elefather did." An
proud of his conviction for a lifestyle
supporter
he values deeply.
who's now pinning her hopes on ments of Obama's healthcare plan
Plus, in June 2008, a photograph of.
Obama, my mother was amazed. As that are actually catered directly for
i .
dudi ai.ivi. rvuauia emereeuj anuj circulat
ss
owners. My father
part of the youth surge for Obama,
someone who skipped her last I.S. employs thirty people, about a third
ed around tne internet, lhe image
showed Obama in
rt
of which are full-tiand are eligimeeting to attend his campaign rally
ieans.
ble for health insurance through his patterned socks and a bike helmet,
in Canton, I was thunderstruck.
"How can you not decide?" I asked shop. Obama's plan will provide a ,npdalintrB his hikp thrnno-- th - snhiir- him later that night. "How can you tax credit that will pay for up.to half ban streets of Chicago. The bike was
of the insurance premiums for those a Trek, retailing for around $400 or
not know?"
and as t is the employees.
the type of bike my father
Unfortunately
$500
I
all
don't.
But
is
when
dad,
too
after
sells
all,
My
frequently,
case,
you're
most frequently. Newspapers
entitled to his opinion, and he's and journalists made fun of him
arguing with someone
my father
has a point. He cannot bring himself going to keep it no matter how many mercilessly, printing the photo with
to vote for McCain, whose
copies of The New York Times or headlines like "Obama's Geeky
choice has terrified him ever Newsweek I leave around the house, Getup" and "Bad Fashion, Bad
since my brother YouTubed the strategically open to op-eabout
Politics."
Katie Couric interview. ("She's an
Obama.
But I admire his conviction.
idiot," he says. "Where do they find
Still, I think Obama's got more in
these people?") At the same time, he common with him than he realizes.
Molly Lehman is Editor in Chief of the
disagrees with Obama's tax plan, Obama, after all, is the only candi- -' Voice. She 'can be ' contacted at
I
,.yO- .
rT I.
i
Cartoon by Pat Grab. Reach him at PGrab09wooster.edu.
which proposes to allow the Bush
divto who has explicitly committed to
niij;nmanvy(ywvosier.ean.

I'm a bit disturbed by the potential
political field should Senator Obama .
win this election.
First of all, I've got some problems
with Obama's platform. Lowering
taxes for 95 percent of the population
sounds
great, but in
principle it's dangerous.
Financially, a
country can't be
brianfrederlco
supported by just
five percent of its population. Just
because a percentage of the. popula- -'
tion can afford to pay large sums of
taxes doesn't mean they should.. We
shouldn't be discriminating against
people based on their wealth.
I don't want to beat a dead horse by
bringing up Obama's "spread the
wealth around" comment, but it is
disturbing. It's not the first time
Obama's talked about it, and in fact,
he used a nearly identical phrase
many years earlier. I was also disturbed that Senator Biden laughed off
a question by a reporter regarding
the comment. A lot of Americans are
concerned about .the issue, and the
Democrats refuse to address it.
Second of all, if Obama wins, we're
going to have a Democrat-controllWhite House, Senate and House.
The Democrats also stand a very
good chance of reaching that magic
at
marker that prevents the
from
Republicans
filibustering.
There will be absolutely no check on
Democratic power. Unchecked power
on either side of the political aisle is
dangerous, especially considering the
recent grudges that have developed.
The danger that that power can be
abused is too great.
Massachusetts is in a similar situation right now in which the
Democrats control the governorship
and both state House and Senate. The
state is a billion dollars in'debt and
one of its state senators is being federally charged with corruption for
accepting $23,500 in bribes. There's
no check on power and that's danger- -
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Wooster students participate in international democracy
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Left,

the government palace of Azerbaijan; Right, a carpet dealer's shop

Ellie Newman
Voice Staff
.

In the city of Baku, Azerbaijan, just
off the coast of the Caspian Sea, you
can smell the oil in the air. Offshore
rigs and cargo ships bring the. black
gold into port, where it funds the construction of modern skyscrapers
across the jumbled skyline of this
ancient city. Behind' it all stands the
legacy of former president Geidar
Aliyev who served two terms after the
fall of the Soviet Union. His son
Ilham Aliyev took power in 2003 and
stood against six opponents in elec

'
tions on Oct. 15.
Three Wooster students, myself,'
Mike Rahkiii '10 and Bebie Wu '09,
traveled to Azerbaijan during fall
break with the World. Network of
Election Observers (WNEO) to over- see the elections. We were joined by
over 400 international and thousands
of domestic observers. Armed with
ID badges, checklists and handbooks,
we drove to polling stations across the
capital and surrounding area to monitor the voting.
Though on the surface voting proceeded smoothly, the elections were
marred by questionable practices.
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Baku, Azerbaijan's "old town" (Photos courtesy Ellie Newman).

Voters' left thumbs were sprayed with
invisible ink before voting; ultraviolet
lamps were meant to reveal the ink
and prevent repeat voting. But a
WNEO. observer found the ink was
easily wiped off, revealing no trace of
the ink under the UV rays. Volunteers
seemed poorly trained, and nine of the
10 stations I visited had no record of
the total number of ballots they'd
been given. During counting, Rankin
reported seeing "many ballots being
stuffed in the ballot box by a single
voter during the busiest times," and
pointed to "inconsistencies with the
guidelines we received and what was

being done by the election committee"
during counting.
We returned to our hotel that night
exhausted after
hours of observation. Lying on my bed, I. heard a tirade
of car horns and cries outside my window. A parade of- hundreds of people
streamed past the government palace
while colored lights and fireworks lit
up the sky. Aliyev had won with
almost 89 percent of the vote; his best
.opponent scored 2.86 percent, his
worst, 0.6.r percent. The president's
political party put on a "spontaneous"
concert, for which they had no doubt
been preparing for weeks.
1

-

;

Like many developing countries,
Azerbaijan is a democracy by name
only. Both Geidar and Ilham Aliyev
have created a cult of personality,
evoking unquestioning loyalty from
their people while relying on oil and
the economy. But if
gas to kick-sta- rt
we learn one lessotT from Iraq, it is
this: democracy does not just happen.
It has to be accepted, to find footholds
in traditional culture. As Petra Berg, a
psychologist from Finland, told me,
"Maybe organizations like WNEO
don't yet have the teeth to force people
in power to respect democracy. But
they are a step along that road."

Voice writer resurrects restless spirits of Wooster for Halloween
Theatre enthusiast during her
life, and still is. Many of the
Voice Staff
theatre students report hearThe concept of the undead
ing rattling noises and slamhas always provoked fascination
ming doors at odd hours. Effie
among the living, and this town
has come to be adored by the
is a hotbed of paranormal actistudents; there is even a
vityjust try typing "Wooster"
troupe called "Effie' s Players."
and "haunted" together in a
Even though Effie seems to
Google search. Over the years,
be a harmless spirit, there is a
Resident Assistants have even
figurine of St. Genesius, the
been asked not to discuss ghost
patron saint of actors and
stories'
residents.
with
the
entertainers somewhere in
.
Freedlander,
ProbaWylhe most 'common
courtesy of
Professor of Theatre and
story is about the Wooster student who committed suicide
Dance Dale Seeds. This is a
because her boyfriend died in
common way to ward off the
the Vietnam War. She has been- bad spirits from theaters,
said to have lived in Douglass,
which seem to be commonly
haunted.
Compton, Babcock and Holden
Halls, depending on who tells
in
paranormal
The
Wooster is not unique to the
the tale.
This is rumored to be the ori
College, either. The Old Jaol
got its name because it used to
gin of the term "suicide single,
be the Wayne County Jail.
One version of the legend even
The first and only man ever
claims that she did not commit
hung in Wayne County is a
the act in a residence hall at all,
but at the Vietnam Memorial. Left, Former Holden residents claim they took this picture of a ghost in their bedroom door (Photo courtesy regular at the restaurant and
As the story goes, the girl's Special Collections). Right, Coffin chute in Westminster Cottage, a former morgue (Photo by Erica Hanuschak). pb in the early morning and
late evening hours; employees
parents donated one. million
Lisa Shames '09, who works at the have often said they heard loud noises,
Interestingly,' the following year the
dollars to the library on April 10, Compton 106 was really once sealed
school decided to have new doors sign-i- n desks at Ebert at night, said, such as banging on pipes.
1959, the largest endowment given to off, but as it turns out, it is now comEven Taco Bell has reportedly had
installed. One student even claimed
"The elevator just runs itself randomthe library at that point; this much we bined with the Resident Director's
'
that she was locked out of her room ly during the night and there are some eerie occurrences. A strange
know is true. However, the condition room.
The girls were still determined to and then let in, but no one was there. . strange noises." Custodians have said voice comes on over the loudspeaker
was allegedly that their daughter's
in the past that a woman used to hold and is accompanied by music. The
And more than just the residence
room be sealed and remain untouched. get an answer, and decided to consult
halls are haunted. Ebert Art Center seances late at night in Ebert, through Taco Bell employees dehied knowing
, In the mid-'So- s,
Sarah Mengers '99, their Ouija Board. When they asked
which they were able to determine that about their ghost and were reluctant to
for the spirit's date of death, the (formerly Severance Gymnasium),
Laura Chazan '99 and Katie Aldrich
it is "not a bad spirit."
and
talk about it. They recommended callsix
April
was
Freedlander
Westminster
decided
answer
they
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to
got
and
heard
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'00
claimed
Barb
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before
all
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to
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Then
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well.
a
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the
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what
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ing
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a
what
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the
Maybe some things are betroom
ceramics
'90s,
actually
ing
currently
flashlights outside the hall and were early
coffin
still
is
left
a
face
unknown;
if you go ghost
There
crematorium.
a
of
of
the
Supposedly,
was
a
ter
coming out
swimming pool.
caught by Security who, after hearing saw the image
tills
in
day.
the
door.
unsuccessfully,
in
the
chute
drowned
the
building to
hunting
you might be
ghost of a boy who
proper preThey took
their story, joined in the ghost hunt. their
"
Effie
it,
Freedlander
in
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a
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the lucky
the art building.
Shoolroy
pool still lingers
Perhaps nobody will ever know if cautions and threw salt at
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WRITE FOR FEATURES!
This voting season, don't just express yourself
at the polls.
want YOU
to write feature stories for The
We

Buy 2 packages of

ft

.

Voice.

FRESH-MAD- E

mui

lJb b

Tired of the same writers, subjects or angles? Think
we're missing out on important feature stories?

Help us change.

and get the 3rd package

We rely
with your Advantage Card

j

liMuitct rot:iil cnttil Ic frnp

good through

1Q-31-- 08

on volunteers who write as often or little as they

choose. Every contribution helps us bring you the stories
you're missing.
So remember next time you have something to say or
something you want to know: a story for Features is a
vote for freedom.
For more information or to contribute jour writing skills or a stoiy idea to Features, please
tf)i
contact Abby Cordon at ARCordnn09wooster.edu.
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"W." an interpretative look at George W.'s life
Stone combines real events with a creative license

Unfortunately, the movie did not
draw these compelling elements out
in a satisfactory way. With eight
years of Bush's presidency and
younger years to describe, Stone
chose specific, isolated events and
mixed them with his own creative
touches and imaginings.
This does not result in an accurate
representation or provide the audience with a rich understanding of the
man Stone hoped to portray. I did not
walk out of the theater feeling I had a
greater understanding of Bush than I
had before watching the film.
Still, for the most part, each actor
performances,
convincing
gave
despite the lack of truly substantial
roles. Josh Brolin had perfected all of
Bush's mannerisms, delivering classic
Bushisms in a believable tone. My
favorite actor of the film was Richard
Dreyfuss, who made a horrifyingly
good Dick Cheney.
In fact, partly because of the quality of the acting, it was almost disconcerting to see characters based on
people who are still in office.
Overall, the movie was not as negcertainative as I expected it to be
ly not as negative as the president's
current approval ratings would seem
to indicate. At the same time, I would
not call it homage or anything painting Bush in a positive light. It is
instead a creative look into the possible personal life of our president.
To be fair, it often felt as though the
film, hastily conceived and produced,
was not complete. Perhaps if this
movie had been made several years
after Bush's, final term, it would pro- -'
vide a more introspective look into
Bush's life and have a more satisfactory ending.

Grace Lynch
Business Manager
In the waning months of George
presidency, producer Oliver
Stone released his film "W."
a
al
look
at the 43rd president's life and career.
The movie hit upon major turning
points and embarrassing moments in
the life of the younger President
Bush: drinking during his younger
years, finding God and religion, choking on a pretzel, experiencing trouble
speaking to the press and initiating
and commanding the war with Iraq.
This movie is not a biographical
story; instead, it is Stone's interpretation of Bush's rise to the top of,
American politics and his later fall
from public favor.
Many parts of the film are based on
speculation or the slightest of evidence, especially the sections which
focus on the relationship between
Bush and his father former president
George H. W Bush.
Their relationship is portrayed in
the film as antagonistic; in one scene
the younger Bush even challenges his
father to a fight.
At one point in the film, after an
embarrassing drunkeh incident, the
elder Bush chastises his son. "What
do you think you are, a Kennedy?" he
demands, provoking several gasps in
the audience.
This and many other scenes of the
film are hypothetical. Stone does not
know what the relationship between
the two men was like or what was discussed in private meetings in the
White House.
The rest of the film is similarly
conflicted in parts, with Stone pre- W. Bush's

part-autobiograph-

ical,

part-fiction-

.
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Illustration by Meghan O'Brien.
senting Bush as both endearing and
idiotic.

almost seemed improbable? How was
it possible that the former falling- drunk,
down
unable to hold
dpwn
a
job,
became the presithe
dent of
United States for
fwo terms?
This, however, is what makes
Bush's story so compelling.

,

Bush
is
shown as both
the joker and
the punchline,
steered through
political
the
process by his team advisors. In fact,
as the film jumped among different
sections of Bush's life, the story

'

.

'
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"Friends," you can have your funny
follies; "Scrubs," come claim your
;
saturated satire.
For me, there
is only one comedy in sight:
"Arrested
:

This silly sit- I rum seems tO
have transposed
stephaniefuller the face of tele
vision, and its
result is no return to "The Office."
preDevelopment,"
"Arrested
miered in 2003 and followed an
extremely dysfunctional family in
their attempts to achieve a facade of

Y
I

-

.

MAGGIE DONNELLY

conventionality.
Comedic all the way, their combined failed attempts at normalcy
serve to identify their false pereep- tions of the illusive idea.
The intelligence displayed within
its witty humor never ceased to
enrapture the audience, one reason
why the series received six Emmy's.
After three years and a mere three
seasons,' the show, unsuccessful with
ratings, was canned.
Its legacy, along with its evergrowing fan base, continues as a.
tribute to its unparalleled color and
unforgettable cast.

While

watching

"Arrested-Development-

'

,"

I have found (many
worried glances later) it is not
unusual to find yourself actually

'

"LOL-ing-."

The TV phenomenon is so good it
has also become just grounds for
social isolationism, or so says Sarah
Swarzman '09.
'Arrested
"I'd ' rather watch
Development' than go out,"
Swarzman told me.
The good people of all ages are
neglecting to feel embarrassed about
solitude' and
their sitcom-inducfollowers in
faithful
are becoming
clan.
the "Development"
Perhaps the show's appeal lies in
its bold dialogue and its seemingly
simple storyline.
And, where else can one find:
extreme hilarity in innocent incest?
Since when is botched parenting
and child neglect a subject of
humor?
When else can one laugh at a
"never-nude'intense psychological
r and family problems?
Why do we find the idea of a corrupt father's escape from prison, so
facetiously admirable?
.

ed

Who are celebrities voting for?
U

ADA

PAH
Ben Affleck

'

Stephen Baldwin
Robert Duvall
Clint Eastwood
Elisabeth Hasselbeck
Patricia Heaton

'

.

Ellen Barkin

--

,

Alec Baldwin

George Clooney
'

.

Matt Damon

Jennifer Gamer
Scarlett Johansson
Madonna

s"

Craig T. Nelson
'

John Rich

"

'

Arnold Schwarzenneger

Brad Pitt

Gary Sinese
Will

Tom Selleck '

Smith

Barbara Streisand
Justin Timberlake
Oprah Winfrey
Stevie Wonder

that "Arrested.
particular, lias
Development,"
tested the boundaries of family
It

.

true

.

in

Sylvester Stallone
Jon Voight
Gretchen Wilson
James Woods
:

is

ideals and forced an endearing attitude towards family debilitation.
The comedy makes it almost
impossible to choose a favorite character, and each new episode spawns
reevaluation.
is
"Arrested
Not
only
greats such as Bill Murray and Chevy Development" a modern marvel, it is
Chase), the show's popularity has nothing short of brilliance.
Its subtle humor and' relatability
waned throughout its existence with
the various comings and goings of to audiences makes it a dark-horsuccess.
characters.
'
For those of you only presently
Following Ferrell's departure from
30 Rockefeller Plaza in 2002, SNL enlightened to this hidden gem,
hopefully this will be your motivabegan to sink into yet another ratings
tion to end your dark age.
nadir, in which it seemingly has been
For the audience members that
trapped ever since.
have already reached their personal
Now, due mostly to the widespread
downloading and YouTube viewing of era of enlightenment, I only hope to
Fey's Palin impersonation, SNL seems confirm your opinions.
Regardless of your history with
to be back on the right track, with
viewers turning in on a much more the show, I hope this' article may
frequent basis to see what the next jab serve to free you from your average-televisiwill be at the controversial
arrest.
candidate.
columLet's hope there is more from Fey in
Stephanie Fuller is a
nist for the Voice. She can be reached for
years to come, whether she portrays
comment at SFullerO!)wooster.edu.
Palin or not.

Fey brings humor to the election as Palin on SNL
Anthony Hopkins did it in 1997.
Robin Williams did it in 2006, and

ance completely:

tight

smile,

"Tina

Fey glasses," perfect brunette up-d- o
and (everyone now knows how well)

now our very
own Tina Fey is dressed with sophistication.
doing it.
Fey premiered as Palin in early
Hopkins and September, in a sketch alongside
Williams
both
Hillary Clinton (Amy Poehler).
had notable perPoehler's performance got some
in
formances
laughs for her clenched teeth and
miSSiebender tlu'ir presidential head tilt, but the most remarkable '
portrayals.
performance on SNL that night
starred
as John Quincy
Hopkins
was Fey.
Adams in "Amistad" and Williams in
Fey has been praised jiot only for
"Night at the Museum," but none of bringing SNL's ratings up, but also
for her (indirect) political opinions.
these performances were even slightly
comparable to the outstanding depicTey told TV Guide in an interview
tion of Fey as Republican
that her role as Palin is unfortunately
candidate Sarah Palin on temporary.
"Saturday Night Live."
During the 2008 Emmy awards,
Fey announced that she wants to be
Fey not only nails Palin's voice and
antics, she also mirrors her appear
finished playing "this lady" and that if
,

vice-presiden-

tial

anyone could help her out with that,
that would be great.
Fey even told TV Guide that if
Palin becomes elected, she will not
continue her
portrayal.
This past Saturdaty, Will Ferrell
appeared as President Bush on SNL
where he described both candidates
as two people who "display much
characterization."
Ferrell acted with Fey in a sketch
that critics are saying will be a historical marking point for SNL.
Fey's depiction of Palin appears to
be the adrenaline shot in the heart
needed to bring new life to the once -great sketch comedy show.
Met with
success
in the late-'7(thanks to some legendary performances by comedic
vice-presiden-

near-immedi-

tial

ate

0s

.

se

well-kno-

wn

on

vice-presiden-

tial

bi-wee-

kly

Evison writes an unusual tale of love and independence
Gillian Daniels
Voice Staff .
William Miller Jr. is a loner raised
in a family of failed bodybuilders.

Much to his father's disdain, Will is
vulnerable, a vegetarian and deeply
and hopelessly in love with his stepsister.
Throughout his adolescence, the
main character of Jonathan Evison's
bildungsroman, "All About Lulu," is
heart-brokand
infatuated,,
renewed.
Despite temporary lapses into
melodrama, Evison's debut novel is
funny and deep.
Jonathan Evison lias a unique skill
with prose.
The tlistance between father and
son is described on the first page:
"Sometimes the fruit does fall far

from the tree, and sometimes it rolls
down the hill and into the brook, and
sometimes it's washed downstream,
or gets caught in an eddy."
Evison's descriptions are often brutal but humorous.
His characters harbor bruised egs-anhurt pride.
Their personal difficulties are
warmly mocked, never judged or
ridiculed, even in the case of Will's
father, the meat-headyet
Bill.
Big
Big Bill, a widower, remarries a
grief counselor, which is how Will
meets Lulu, his perfect new stepsised

en

.

d

well-meani- ng

ter.

Quirky Lulu has diverse interests,
like life-sidinosaurs, astrology and
living above a gas station when she
ze

grows up.
Will has only one interest: Lulu.
I

,

Everything seems to be going well
for a while.
Lulu and the main character form a
deep friendship and she, surprisingly,
returns Will's affection.
People change,
and
however,
Lulu's alienated
adolescence crea
ates
gulf
between her and
Will vaster than
the distance between him and his
father.
The reason why she grows aloof is
,
but the
revealed late in
audience is meant to enjoy the
odyssey through Will's sorrow, not
just its resolution.
This novel is involving and satisfying. Usually when I read a book with
a first-persnarrator, I mentally
the-book-

on

Lulu and Will go thrpugh some
heavy stuff, but Evison does a good
job of keeping things light without
being flippant.
Some scenes are more angst-ridde- n
than others, but thankfully they are
'
few and far between.
"All About Lulu" is a good srory as
the characters learn to deal with
their despair, whether it involves
embodied by an longing,' mourning or bodybuilding.
unreliable niem- -i
It's warm and poignant in its use of
controversial subject matter.
ory of a girl he once knew.
The narrative continues to follow
An older Will tries healing himself
late-nig- ht
radio
Will
as he transitions from high
philosophy,
through
endeavors.
stand
school
to college and his minimum-wag- e
and hot dog
fast-food
job.
Due to Will's status as the son of a
As the character learns to live his
manhood plays an
important role as Will struggles for a life without Lulu, he becomes more
human and relatable, and eventually
new definition of self.
the sadness of his unrequited love
"All About Lulu" isn't a complex
story, but the emotions in it are.
turns into relief and independence.

separate the main character from the
author.
Evison spins such a convincing
yarn, it's hard to remember there's a
writer present. '
In spite of the
title, the novel is
not all about
Lulu, but Will's

frustration

body-build-

er,

--
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WARA: An Organization for Women Athletes Women's
It's difficult to study on the bus.
It's more than just practice every day
and games
during the week,"
remarked King.
Brittany Montgomery '10, a forward for the field hockey team and
vice president of WARA, said that
there is perhaps an even greater challenge to being a female athlete at
Wooster because women's sports, at
times, can be discounted.
Montgomery pointed out that even
women's teams that win consistently
struggle to gain coverage and notori
ety. Men's sports typically get more
glitz and glory than women's sports.
Ti ;. r- I
ii is ior mis exact purpose uiai
i
a WARA plays a role on campus. The
If
main goal of WARA is to support
female athletic groups on campus.
"We give that extra push to female
athletes because we don't get that
the
outside,"
said
from
Montgomery.
WARA participates in a variety of
ways on campus. The group names
athletes of the month for. each sport
and they make spirit bags for all of
the women athletes.
WARA also works the concession
stands at basketball games, making
them the only group on campus that
c cflffiinrlrl Kirtrr cairl thie ic nno
All 244 women athletes at the College of Wooster gathered together in support of WARA
feature that makes the group unique.
and to spread the word of the organization to the rest of the college (Photo by Elena Dahl).
We don't
"We're
have a budget from the school, we
Association WARA is working to minded school like Wooster,' the athraise all our own money," said King.
Andrew Vogel
create a greater support structure letic dynamic is very different. All
While this is one. aspect of the
Sports Editor
for female athletes on the College's athletes are students first and foregroup, the overarching goal of the
At every college, balancing respon'
.'
campus.
most. Yet at the same time, there is a group is to support female athletes on
sibilities as a student and an athlete is
at large Div. I schools known for
high bar for success.
campus. "Our goal is to bring
always challenging. At Wooster, this
their athletic programs, like Ohio
Wooster is known as a strong acaawareness to the campus community
is especially true.
State University and the University
demic school, yet it has some of the and community of Wooster about
Athletes log long hours on the field of Michigan, student athletes receive
best athletic programs in the country. women's issues, but the main goal is
and in the gym, yet balance the same
all types of accolades and achieveAs the academic bar in the classroom to promote women athletes," said
coursework that every student does ments on top of athletic scholarships.
is set high, so too is the athletic one Montgomery.
here, with no financial assistance
At these larger Div. I schools, set on the practice field.
Montgomery still feels there is a
(unless they're on scholarship). l)iv.
where there is a premium placed on
Ellen King '10,. a former cross lot of room for the group to grow. "I
Ill athletes play sports for the love of money-makin'there is a perception country runner who is also the presifeel like no one knows about our
'
the game.
that athletes are let off' the hook.
dent of WARA, said this effort often organization, but we do so much on
For the 244 female student athletes
Sometimes the performance on the goes unnoticed. "It's harder than peocampus. I feel like even some of the
at Wooster, though, this doesn't make
field is more important than the ple think it is.. The field hockey female athletes know about us, but
'
it any easier. This is .why the importance of the classroom.
teaiii was, gone alPweekend and they don't know ways in which they can
Women's Athletic and Recreation
At a smaller, more academically
had to come home and do homework. get involved," said Montgomery.

n
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Volleyball tops Kenyon Scots
and
19,
4
This time, Riley
led the team in the team in kills with 13,
as Hawke tallied 10. Megan Earle '09
20-2-

Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor
The Wooster volleyball team.contin-ue- d
one of its best seasons in years this
past weekend as the team prepared for
the NCAC Tournament.
In its first game on Saturday, the
team jumped all over conference doorNCAC, B
mat Kenyon College (0-overall) in straight sets and then
promptly stuck it to Otterlx;in College
(8-overall) to win six straight sets
overall on the day.
The Scots made quick work of the
3,
Kenyon Ladies, winning
3
and 25-1-3.
Sarah Hawke '12, who has
emerged alongside KateLynn Riley '10
offensive'
to form a potent one-tw- o
punch, led the team with 1 kills oh 19
attempts in the first match against
Kenyon. Riley notched eight kills in the
match against Kenyon.
The offensive hitters were aided by
Lizzi Beal '12, who handed out 35
assists against Kenyon. Beal has step)ed
setter and set the
in as the
tone for .the Scots. While Riley and
Hawke received the press clippings this
season for their work on the offensive
15

0-2-

20

25-2-

25-1-

1

all-impor-

tant

end, Beal's play has been arguably even

25-1-

2).

0

again completed her duties as a threat
on the offensive and defensive side of
the ball, tallying nine kills and 16 digs.
On the defensive side, Ali Drushal
'09 filled out the defensive stat sheet,
tallying 4 1 total digs in the two matches. Drushal already holds the team and
NCAC career mark for digs and now
needs only 59 to reach the 3,000 digs
milestone. If she sets the mark, she will
become just the 10th pfayer in NCAA
history to do so.
The team currently sits second in the
conference and slated for the No. 2 seed
in the NCAC Tournament on Nov. 7
and 8 that will be held at Wittenberg
University in Springfield, Ohio.
If the team pulls out a win on
Wednesday again Ohio Wesleyan or on
Saturday against Denison University,
the team will clinch the second spot in
the conference.
Currently, the team will be scheduled
- to take on Allegheny College- - (10-- 4
NCAC,
4
overall). If Allegheny
slips us between now and the tournament, they will likely take on Hiram
14-1-

College

(9-- 5

NCAC,

15-- 17

overall).

'

to fill. Wolff tallied 3,752 assists
in three years on
the court for the
Scots. Beal, however, has stepped
at
in as a first-yesetter since day
and
the
one,
ar

results have been
tremendous. Beal
has 1,002 assists
so far this season,
averaging around
nine assists per

.

against Otterbein,
"
the Scots again Lizzie Beal '11
-

(25- -

Sara Brown
Sports Editor

-

After two straight losses, the first
skid the team has had since
the first weekend of September, the
field hockey team looked to get back on
track against Denison University (2-- 9
NCAC,
overall) and Earlham
College (3-- 8 NCAC,
overall). It's
fair to say that the NCAC leaders did
not stay down for long.
In the first half of the Scots' game
against Denison, the Scots dominated
offensively with a total of 13 shots,
while Denison couldn't even manage
to get off one shot. Amanda Artman
'10 scored the first goal for the Scots
with 14:45 left in the first half. Artman
got a loose ball outside the circle and
with three swift moves past Denison's
defense, took the shot and scored past
Kait Fiore of Denison.
Denison came back strong in the
second half of the game, though, and
managed to take seven shots compared
to their zero shots in the first half.
Madalyn Myers '12 fended off every
Denison shot for a shut-ou- t,
her fourth
of the season. Wooster still out-shthe Big Red with a total of 10 shots.
12-- 5
The Scots (9-overall) scored
again in the second half, making the
final score of the game
Briana
scored a goal off of a
Lynch '
rebound from Fiore's pads. It was
Lynch's 1th goal of the season.
Wooster next faced NCAC foe
Earlham on Oct. 25. The Scots' dominated the entire game; they outshot the
Quakers by a ridiculous margin of 26-- 1.
Eileen Barrer '11 scored the first
goal for the Scots a little over three
minutes into the game. This was
two-ga-

wo

a first-ye-

ar

"

"

"'..-- n

-

6-- 10

1

'

has come up big for the Scots as
setter(Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).

1

3--

3-- 14

1

Barrer's 11th, of the season.
Artman '10 also scored one of her
two goals in the first half and Lynch
'
knocked in yet another goal for the
Scots a little over 10 minutes later
bringing the score to 0 at the half.
In the second half, Wooster continued their unrelenting attack against
Earlham's defense. Artman '10 scpred
her second goal off of an assist from
Stephanie Standera '11 during a penalty corner. The final goal of the game
came from Brittany Montgomery '10,
her fourth of the season.
Goalkeepers Myers and Abby
Peters ' faced only one shot on the
day as Wooster's defense made its
sixth shut-oof the season. The
Scots are now 12-- 5 overall and 1 in
1

me

1

Scots second game

ing fashion

The Scots play Ohio Wesleyan tonight in game that has implications on the NCAC Tournament (Photo by Dylan Takores).

2-- 0.

assists that Wolff
had last year.
In the Fighting

Wooster has won three straight
games and faces a pivotal game on
Saturday, all the while battling for
the last North Coast Athletic
Conference playoff spot.
The Fighting Scots (4-- 3 NCAC,
'
12-- 5
overall) marched into Gambier
and defeated Kenyon 2 iti double
overtime. Wooster took a lead late
into the first half, jumping up
on
Nicole Himebaugh's '12 third goal of
the season. Kenyon tied the game up
in the 55th minute, as Liz Vaughn
scored onva Shanna Keown assist.
Deep into tjie second half Liz
Mott '11 scored inside the Kenyon '
box, seemingly giving the Scots a
comfortable lead. However, just
under two minutes later, the tides
turned as Kenyon's Katie Fee tied it
up right in front Wooster's goal.
The score remained tied at the end
of the first overtime in Kenyon's
first overtime game of the season. '
With 5:38 left in the second over- -'
time, Mott connected on her second
goal of the game, securing the win
for the Scots and keeping their
NCAC tournament hopes alive.
Tuesday,
the Fighting Scots
dropped the Hiram Terriers to 7 in
conference play, cruising to a 1 victory. Kristin McCall '09 scored her
first career goal and later added her
fourth assist of the season.
Hiram got on the board first when
Melissa Sharpe scored from 20 yards
out, but the Fighting Scots respond- ed almost immediately.
Kelsey Peters '12 scored on
McCall's assist on a free kick, tying
the game at one apiece. About ten
minuses lafef.the Scots jumped up to
1
on a breakaway goal tap-i- n by
Maggie Kehm '12.
Wooster refused to slow down,
adding their third goal in the 42nd
minute. Chantal Koechli '10 fired
from outside the Kenyon box,
rebounding off the crossbar to
Simone DiSalvo '10 who kicked it in
for her second goal of the season.
With Koechli's assist, she jumps into
a tie with the most assists in a season
(10) with Erin Lustic, and ties her for
fifth on the all-tiassist list with
18. Alix Hoffman '11 was credited
with the win for the Scots.
The Fighting Scots improved to
12-- 5
overall and 3 in the NCAC.
Wooster currently sits fifth, but only
the top four teams advance to the
tournament.
If the Scots are to advance to the
NCAC Tournament, they will need
to defeat Denison University, which
currently sits atop the NCAC at 0
in conference play. In order to reach
the1 conference tournament, they
need to beat Denison on the road
tomorrow.
Because they sit half a game
behind Allegheny in the standings,
they also need Allegheny to lose at
home to Kenyon tomorrow. If both
of those scenarios happen, the Scots
will reach the NCAC Tournament.
3--

1-

-0

.

.

0--

4--

:

;

.

1 1

.

6--

Support
Wooster
home athletic

ut

9--

NCAC play.

The Scots face a crucial game with
major conference tournament implications tonight as they travel to Ohio
Wesleyan University. If the Scots
come up with a win, they will host the
NCAC Tournament next weekend,
Nov. 5 and 8. If the Scots lose, howevtie
er, then they will be in a first-plawith the Bishops (9-- 2 NCAC, 12-- 5
overall) and are not guaranteed home-fie-ld
in
advantage
the NCAC
Tournament. The game had even
greater tournament implication before
the previously winless Oberlin Yeomen
upset the Bishops this past week.
If the Scots hold on tonight and
host the NCAC Tournament, which
begins this Wednesday, they will likely
face Wittenberg University, which
handed the Scots their only loss this

events
Football
Sat., Nov. 1 vs. Allegheny 1 p.m.
Sat, Nov. 15 vs. Witt. 1 p,m.

Field Hockey

ce

.

season.

The Tigers upended the Scots 2
in Springfield earlier this season on
Oct. 18.
J

J

2--

4--

1,

ly eclipse the 1,043

Voice Staff

,

ot

game. By season's
end, Beal will like-

Jason Weingardt

me

;

more impressive.
After Heather
Wolff '08 graduated last season,
she left a huge
hole for the team

won in a convinc-

end losing skid

team enters
stretch run

Sun., Nov. 2 vs. Kenyon 12 p.m.

Volleyball
Sat., Nov. l vs. Denison

p.m.

1

Men's Soccer
Sat., Nov.

1

vs.

Denison

1 p.m.

Swimming and
Diving

4--

Sat., Nov.

1

vs.

Witt.

1

p.m.

--
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Wabash tops Woo, will likely win NCAC
"

11

"

"

-

'

i

ized on them. The Scots coughed up
the ball six times in the contest, as
Holter threw four interceptions and
lost two fumbles. Wabash scored 1
points off three of these six Scot
turnovers.
The turnovers were the glaring
weak spot for the Scots. Statistically,
the No. 6 team in
Wooster
the nation with 420 total years offense
to Wabash's 367.
Despite his six turnovers, Holter
provided 352 yards of offense, and
Francescangeli added 150 receiving
yards on nine receptions.
The loss was a tough one for the
Scots to stomach. The Scots played
Little
evenly with the highly-toute- d
Giants, but it was turnovers that
proved to be the Scots' undoing.
The loss likely means that the Scots
finwill have to settle for second-plaish in the conference at best. Wabash
has already beaten the top two teams
in the conference, Wooster and
Wittenberg University, and it seems
unlikely that they will stumble down
the rest of the stretch. With a conference title and NCAA tournament
berth now seems out of reach, the
most meaningful game of the year
comes on Nov. 15, when the Scots host
rival Wittenberg Tigers to conclude
the 2008 season. The Scots will look to
end a three-gam- e
drought against
Wittenberg.
'This Saturday, the Scots hope to get
back on track at home against
Allegheny College. The last time the
Gators came to John P. Papp Stadium,
it was a memorable match-u- p
for the
te
Scots. The Scots pulled out a
minute victory as Shaun
Swearingen "07 was in the right place
at the right time to catch a deflected
Bobby Reiff '07 Hail Mary pass for a
27-- 2
win. It was a storybook finish to
one of the most exciting football
games in recent memory.
out-gain- ed

v

!

.

;

-

m

f

!
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Don't have a clue who' going to
win the big game? Every week,
sports nuts Sara Brown, Patrick
Hughes, Andrew Vogel and Johann
Weber will pick the week's biggest
football games, both college and
pro. Some will be on the mark, oth
ers probably not so much. Well
track their progress every week
with season standings.
Two Weeks Ago
Patrick S
Sara 20--7
Johann 16-- 1
Andrew 15-1-

i

;

Austin Hotter '10 (here pictured in the win against Washington U ) passed for 286 yards against
Wabash, but threw four interceptions and fumbled twice (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
but Wooster hung tough and was able
to take the lead. Holter and the offense
moved 61 yards in six plays to drive to
touchrd
the end zone. Holter's
down scrambler gave the Fighting
Scots their first and only lead of the
game at 0.
Wabash, though, would score two
touchdowns in the last ten minutes of
the half to go up 24-1- 4 at halftime.
The second half saw both teams
struggling to make it all the way
across the field, and Wooster found
itself attempting field goals frequently,
with a successful one by Dan
Grangaard '09, cutting the Wabash
lead to 24-1-7.
In the end, though, turnovers and
ball security, two issues that have
plagued the Scots all year, reared their
ugly heads again and Wabash capital

sion game with just over five minutes
remaining in the fourth quarter. The

Johann Weber

--

Senior Sports Writer
Wooster entered this past weekend
with a golden opportunity against
nationally ranked No. 6 Wabash. An
upset of the defending North Coast
Athletic Conference Little Giants
who had shared the NCAC lead with
Wabash until Saturday would have
put the Scots in the driver's seat of the
conference. Unfortunately, the Scots
came up short against Wabash for the
fourth year in a row
and likely gave
Wabash a very good shot at its second
straight NCAA Tournament berth.
Wooster (3-- 1 NCAC, 2 overall)
lost by a final score of 45-2- 4.
Wooster
maintained a strong presence throughout the game and came within a single
es
play of making the game a
5--

one-poss-

pass of quarterback Austin Holter '10,
which was intended for a Scots receiver, was picked off by Wabash defender
Derrin Slack and returned 78 yards to
make it a
game and
effectively sealed the win for Wabash.
Wabash, who took the lead early
with a powerful initial drive that
brought them all the way to into the
end zone and never let up against the
three-touchdo-

six-ya-

14-1-

wn

Scots.

Wooster responded by forcing a
rd
fumble and using it to set up an
drive, which ended with a
pass from Holter '10 to Mike
Francescangeli '10 to tie the game at
82-ya-

10-ya-rd

--

seven apiece.

.

Wabash would soon kick through a
field goal making it 10--

successful

7,

-6

1

12

'

Season Standings

Patrick 115-- 6
Johann 107-7- 2
Sara 106-7- 3
v
Andrew 104-7- 5
Patrick, S Sara, A Andrew
J Johann, AU Everyone

P

';

'
NCAA Games
Thursday, Oct SO

ce

j

A

(All)

USF at Cincinnati

23

Saturday, Nov.
Wise, at

1

21 Mich. State (All)

(A, J, S) WVU at 25 UConn (P)
Pittsburgh at Notre Dame (All)
(S, P) 8 Fla at 6 Georgia (A, J)
(S, P) 15 FSU at Ga. Tech (A, J)
Tenn. at South Carolina (All)
Virginia' at 1 8 Georgia Tech (All)
Tex. at 7 Tex. Tech (P)
(A,'
Oklahoma (All) ;.' j
Nebraska at

-

.

J,S)1

24 Oregon at California (A)

(J, S, P)

.

'

':

",'

'

'',''

'

;

NFL Games
Sunday, Nov. 8
N

:

.

Jets at Buffalo (All)

Y.

Detroit at Chicago (All)

,

,

(All) Jacksonville at Cincinnati
(P, S) Baltimore at Cleveland (A, J)
(A, p) Green Bay at Tennessee (J, S)
(A, J, S) Arizona at St. Louis (P)
Houston at Minnesota (All) .

last-minu-

(All) Tampa Bay at K.C
(A, P) Miami at Denver (J, S)
(All) Atlanta at Oakland
'
(A) Dallas at N.Y. Giant. (J, S, P)
(A, S, P) Philly at Seattle (J)
(All) New England at lndy
.,

,

1

Monday, Oct. 87
;

(A, S) Pitt, at Washington (J, P)

Additional reporting was contributed by
sports editor Andrew Vogel.

With key swimmers Athletes express their political views
back, Scots will reload
'and athletes from different sports
are Supporting a1 Variety of caricli- - ;

Andrew Vogel

"

Sports Editor

For many years, there has been a
wall of separation between athletes
and politics. Typically, athletes are
hesitant to say anything controversial
that might negatively affect their
sponsors or endorsements.
The most memorable instance of
politically apathetic sports figures
came in a North Carolina senatorial
election between Jesse Helms and civil
rights activist Harvey Gantt. When a
reporter asked Michael Jordan why he
didn't openly support Gantt in the
Jordan
election,
responded,
"Republicans buy sneakers, too."
However, as the political race has
heated up and so much is considered to
be at stake, professional athletes
haven't been bashful about voicing
their political leanings.
However, the times have changed
.

'
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- Eric Babbit '10 returns as one of the team's strongest swimmers. Babbitt, Logan LaBerge '10 and Ryan Radtke '10 form a
powerful trio for the men's team (Photo courtesy OPI).
'

L

backstrokes as well.
Helping
on backstrokes
will be Brett Dawson '11.
Competing in one of the toughest
For the women, Syd Kelly '10 will be
swimming conferences in Div. Ill, it counted on to be a force this year. Kelly
can be hard for the Fighting Scots to advanced to the NCAC championship
get upstream in the rough and tumble heats last year in the 100 and 200
NCAC. However, with a collection of breaststroke.
key swimmers back for the 2008 seaLeading the charge for sprint
son, Wooster should be able to make a freestyles this year will be Meggie
splash this year.
Edwards '09. Last year, Edwards placed
12th in the NCAC .Championships in
The men's team returns the talented
trio of Eric Babbitt '10, Logan LaBerge the 50 freestyle and 17th in the 100
'
'10 and Ryan Radtke '10.
freestyle,
Babbitt may be the fastest of the
Molly Bittner '09 will also be countthree, having already notched five ed to contribute in that area. Bittner
career championship finals in his rela- .finished behind Edwards in the 50 free
and 100 free in the NCAC
tively young career. Babbitt specializes
'
in the freestyle and butterfly.
Championships last year, finishing 10th
and 19th respectively.
Beyond the team's big .three, there is
plenty of depth behind the junior trio.
The Scots will be in action today
Michael Saltzman '1 1, Brendan Horgan
when .they travel to Mount Union
'1 1 and Adel
'11. The three
College for a meet at 5:30 p.m. They
have a home meet tomorrow at 1 p.m.
specialize in shorter freestyle races,
while
also contributes on as they host Wittenberg University.

Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor

'

The final score of the
World Scries gw.c cf

the
Philadelphia
Phillies
and
the
Tampa Bay Rays. The
Phillies won the scries
in five games. This
has been the team's
first championship
since 19S0 with this
historical win.
.
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game.

was

Wabash's
fourth
straight win.
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Kristen McCall '09
scored her first career
goal against Hiram
College this past
Tuesday. The Scots
women's soccer team'
looks to improve their
record this week to
13-- 5
overall and 3
in NCAC play.
5--

UW-Whitewa-ter

(6-1-

7-- 0

ovrall)

6.) Wooster (3-- 4,
7. ) Oberlin
8.) Denison

3-- 4)

(2-4-1,5--

8.) Hiram (1-8. )OhioWesleyan(l-3,l-610.) Kenyon (0-2--

3,

)

1)

1--

)

)Wheaton

)

(111.)

(6-1-

)

n
Field Hockey
NCAC, 12-- 5 orendl)

1.) WtXMter (9-- 1
2)OhioWesleyan(9-2- ,
3. ) Kenyon (7-10-4. ) Wittenberg (7-5. )Earlham(3-8,6-10- )
6.) Denison (2-8-1-

3,

9,

12--

0)

5,

7)Oberlin(l-10,2-15-

Volleyball
NCAC, 28--

1)

(7-0-

7)

5)

1. )

Wittenberg

2. ) Wooster
3. ) Allegheny
4) Hiram (9-5.) Denison

6)
7)
8)

(14-- 0

(11-- 3,

(6-1-

2

overall)

14-1- 4)

5-9--

)

3)

7-S-

1,

12--

3,

overall)

10-5-- 2)

(4-1-- 1,

(4-2--

13-2-- 1

10-2-- 5)

(5-1-- 1,

7. ) Kenyon
8. ) Oberlin (0-9. ) Hiram (0--

5-10-

(2-4-- 1,

)

OhioWesleyan(5-8,7-20Earlham(l-l2,3-24- )
(0-1- 2,

10-7-

7,

-2)

5)

6)Earlham(3-4,ll-6- )

9-1- 6)

Oberlin(6-8,7-21-)

9. ) Kenyon

2)

Women's Soccer
Ohio Wesleyan (60, NCAC,
2. ) Wittenberg
3. ) Ohio Wesleyan
4. ) Allegheny
5.) Wooster (4--

15-1- 7)

7,

8-8--

1. )

18-1- 2)

(10-- 4,
5.

3)

7)

0)

Hardin-Simmoi-

5-8--

1)

7-3)

9)Earlham(2-5- ,
10.) Wabash (0--

5)

5,

5)

6-1--

(2-4-- 2,

1)

10-6-- 2)

(3-2-- 2,

4)Oberlin(2-2,2-5- )

(7-0-

15--

(6-1-

3,

3)

4)Earlham(2-2,2-5- )

)

Men's Soccer
(7-- 0
NCAC, 13--4 overall)

(4-3-- 1,

5-- 2)

1,

(7-0-

.) Ohio Wesleyan
,'
2. ) Wittenberg
3. ) Kenyon
11-4. ) Hiram (4-5. ) Allegheny
1

2,

(7-0-

o

turnovers were the
dlITcrer.ee ia the

.) Wabash (50 NCAC,
)
2.) Wittenberg (3-4.) Denison (2-- 4-4. ) Allegheny (2--

)
Cortland State
(6-8. ) Mary Hardin-Baylo- r
9. ) Washington and Jefferson
10. ) Wesley (5-11. ) Willamette (8-(7-u
12. )
13. ) Case Western Reserve
14. ) Trinity fjexas)
)

15

oo

Wabash overall, six

2.)Wooater(3-l,5-2-

)

(7-0-

1)

X

ed

2,

7. )

CO

tears national preseason ranking in
Div.3 schools according to d3hoops.com.
Last season, the
tcan lost in the first
rourl of the play-cfT- s
to Washington
University in St.
Louis.

1

(7-0-

6.)

O aEL

'
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Football

5) Millsaps(70)

00

out-gain-

The men's basketball

NCAC

0)

3r
3

Turnovers ,by the
foctball team against
Wabash College last
Saturday. While the
team

Football
Top 15 Foil!
1.) Mount Union
)
2. ) North Central (HI.)
3. ) Wabash
)
4) Muhlenberg (7-(7-0-

I

!

NCAC Fall Standings

.
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Boston Red Sox starting pitcher
Curt Schilling has been an outspoken supporter of John McCain, and
has even gone so far to introduce
McCain at a rally in New
Hampshire. Schilling has been
friends with the Arizona senator
dating back to his days as a Arizona
Diamondback.
"John McCain is far and away the
best human being alive to be the
next president of the United
States," said Schilling.
On the other end of the spectrum, Baron Davis, a point guard
for the Los Angeles Clippers, has
been an avid supporter of Barack
Obama. As the election draws closer, professional athletes, like celebrities, are speaking their minds and
voicing their opinions;

7,

3-1-

6,

5-1-

-1)

2)

2

0-2- 3)

Top

3-1-4)

)

Standings taken from Northcoast.org, the official
site of the NCAC All standings as of Oct. 29, 2008

15

football poll according to d3football.com

